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Dernell Antoine(31-08-89)
 
I was born and raised in Trinidad. Ever since i could remember writing poems
was my hobbie. I also like love songs and going to the gym. To you poets out
there once you have love you can write anything that comes to your mine or the
feelings in your heart.
 
 These poems are to make you see how special your love truly is. In these poems
you will see it is a wonderful gift inside these words.
 It will show deep hidden feelings you always try to hide inside.
 Poems will show love is beautiful especially if you are in love and then you will
feel and understand the  to say i am in LOVE with superman because of his
powers so i belive that i am the lover version of him i am the body savior.
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A Glimps
 
It was like a knife to my chest
with feelings so intense
i still cannot believe
it was your beauty i have seen
 
You are to beautiful to be real
and with that smile
you make my heart shine
and your eyes are so sexy
i can't stop thinking of you next to me
 
It's that voice you have
your words sounds like a melody
that came right out your soul
which makes it so lovely.
 
Dernell Antoine
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A Message
 
You are in the beautiful moon light
i will try to reach you with all my might.
 
My life is like a non stop dream
and you look sweeter than coconut ice-cream.
 
This is a message to you
but i haven't got a clue
if loving you is real
or is it one of my sweet dreams.
 
Trying to explain how i feel inside
emotions so strong cannot hide...
i am writing a message for you to show...
that i will love you now and forever more.
 
Dernell Antoine
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A Stranger
 
I remember a day life no other day,
i saw something in the distance,
with a bright light blocking an image,
of the most beautiful something.
 
It was no longer a something as it passed,
i saw the most wonderful girl
at once my love grew strong for her
and i almost felt her hand touch my heart.
 
Who would have ever thought the stranger
would love me 100% stronger
and can make me feel so good inside
just by standing by my side
who would have thought the stranger would
be you.
 
Dernell Antoine
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A Thing
 
It is your greatest joy when sad
your stress releaver when times get hard
the only feeling of comfort when alone
and the reason you always have to pick up the phone.
 
With out this thing you cannot live,
to really know what life is about...
you must stand up tall and brave,
and if you know it's real do not dout.
 
It's like the air you breath
how hard you cannot do with out it
if it does find you, you will feel your body being lift
to a strange feeling you always need.
 
That thing the only thing
can make  you feel this way is love.
 
Dernell Antoine
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A Woman’s Love
 
Something you need most in your life
To guide you thought you light
Strong and precious like gold
Waiting for your heart to unfold
 
A woman has what we need most of
Because of it’s precious value
And it’s seeing sight of caring
That gives us another meaning of living
 
A woman gives us a taste of something sweet
Making our hearts have one more beat
Her love feels so wonderful and amazing
I must have to say it feels like dreaming
 
A woman love is seen as a mother
The one who can love you like no other
But if you have her as a lover
And you will be the one to have her flower
 
It needs to be respected
Because a woman gives all that is expected
Just for you to feel emotional
Or she can mentally break you down
 
Dernell Antoine
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All I Want
 
The kind words you say,
to me each and every day...
along with your lovely smile...
that makes me walk that extra mile.
 
Your pure loving ways
and your special touch
that i love so much
I need all of my days.
 
But all i want is you...
to hold and love you right true,
the quiet and still night...
and our life will be all right.
 
Dernell Antoine
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Bad Habbits
 
There are some things you should know, I love me
My ways I have and my thoughts run free
This heart of mines is only yours
So take care of it especially with all its flaws
 
Bad habits take over like a roaring sleep
And it feels so good when I give in
Like shopping for excitement in big heap
Liming in your mind seeing all your dirty sin
 
I can't get enough of certain things
While fighting this fight up to a certain time 
Then just going to let go and enjoy what's mines
Then blame habits and joy it brings
 
One of my bad habits I love the most
Are you pulling my hair making my toes curl
Kisses on my neck having my body twirl
                
Can't get enough that's just best of the worst
 
Dernell Antoine
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Beauty
 
My journey to love you seems to be blocked by a wall
but we can brake it down
because my love for you is real even in my dreams
and still i cannot resist your beauty.
 
You are like a real sweet rose
beautiful and easy to understand.
O how my love for you is filled,
with Tenderness and Comfort.
 
Dernell Antoine
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Biting On Your Buttom Lip
 
Why you got to do that 
and doing it so well
don't you know that 's a spell
that tregers emotions up that just fell.
 
And adding a sexual vibe
which makes you look so hot
knowing i willget burn if i  touch your body 
still you send my feelings to the top
 
Biting on your buttom lip realy good
if you were a stripper i will give you a tip
but baby do not trip because
i just love to see what you do with your lip
 
Give me a chance to see if i can do it like you
even if i know one can do it like you
but while you do the buttom
mine if i work the top
 
Dernell Antoine
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Bonanza
 
As i unwrap the tight cloths
of your body touching every basic part
of your sweet tender smooth skin
makes it so special.
 
Special when i make you feel like O Yes...
as i nibble the chocolate of your body
and liking you all over
having you biting your lips.
 
Then i slowly caress you
and rubbing you down with honey
then kiss you in the center
right above your sexy nable.
 
You are truly a bonanza
just because you are so sweet
and makes my heart skip a beat.
 
Dernell Antoine
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Butterfly Kisses
 
Butterfly fisses with a touch of love 
you give me an idea of what your hearts'mabe of
then i look in your eyes and what i see
is all the sweet ways you want t love me,
 
I never feelt this way about any one before
almost feels like your kiss finds the key for my heart's door
and when we make love i get all excited inside
telling me i am everything you need when your hands on me
 
Sometimes i dream of sweet wishes
but i only want to continue getting your butterfly kisses
that stays on my lips like a rose in my soul
just because your beauty is priceless and special like gold
 
The time stop when i am with my pearl
wonderful person, to me is nothing more than my world
you stand by me and always being there
giving me stars in my body with butterfly kisses everywhere.
 
Dernell Antoine
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Chocolate Love
 
Dark and sweet feelings
Inside my heart is having
From your creamy soft touch
And tasting of your love is so delicious
 
You fill my life with flavor
Every time I get to kiss your lips
Making my feelings for you greater
And when I see you my inside makes flips
 
I put my heart in your hands
When my chocolate love needs romance
Started when your beauty I saw
Wanted you and nothing more
 
The coating on your skin
Looks just like rich caramel bar
Then I look deep into your eyes
Seeing all of the wonderful love, you have inside.
 
Dernell Antoine
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Count On Me
 
Count on me
I am your every need
just call, I'll be there
because you know I care
 
Any time any day
just say and I'll stay
especially if you need loving
I am already waiting
 
To turn you on
all night long
to make you relax
driving your body to the max.
 
Dernell Antoine
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Devine
 
You should be for love see
in my heart with that outstanding beauty
i never seen anything so sweet
thinking of your body as a pleasureable treat,
 
Just want you so close to me
because when in my arms every part of me
feels this is where you needs to be
want you in my heart deeper than the sea
 
And it feels good when is you i can see  when i close my eyes
emotions bright like every sun rise
giving me every reason to never tell you lies,
 
Special days and in every way
you in my life i want you to stay
for my heart will not continue on
because your love is what makes me so strong.
 
Dernell Antoine
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Do I Ever Cross Your Mind?
 
We had what we call a chocolate love
However, when you left the sweetness had dissolve
Searching for love we had I can never find
Therefore, I have to ask do I ever cross your mind
 
Do you see my face in the stars when you are sad?
Or you feel my body so close to you, you smile
Thinking of me holding you at that same time
And I am crying to get back what we once had
 
I miss the smile on your face when I kiss you
Even the shivers on our body when I touch you
Dying because I miss the way we make love
Feeling the warmth of your lips, I crave to have
 
Do I ever cross your mind?
Like you forgot something valuable
Well you did it was me
Now your mind cannot go free.
 
Dernell Antoine
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Don'T Say No
 
You are starting to enjoy your self
i can tell  by how you touch your self
and you are holding me tight
like if you want to make a love fight
 
I can see you are liking what i do
don't say no
because i already know
by the way you lick your lips
and i can feel goose bumps on your hips
 
Don 't say  no i am not done yet
for i haven't make you drip sweat
and do not forget
i am the only one who can make you lost breath
 
Now i know what gets you weak
the places i touch when you say no
and when i love you i give  my best
but i can't understand why your no mean yes.
 
Dernell Antoine
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Dreaming
 
Someday like today i had a dream
A person who would make my life wonderful.
 
Who would make my years excited,
and joyful to be with someone like you.
 
To make me feel to fly high,
of pride when you say you love me.
 
But it will never happen,
because i was only dreaming.
 
Dernell Antoine
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Dreams
 
Dreaming of you tonight
and ill be holding you tight
giving you love with all my might
and in my dreams there is no such light.
 
With beauty you carry
I must be chosen for you
because there is nothing i will not do
if you do not want me to.
 
Dreaming of you tonight
to the warm feelings you leave me with
the comfort the materialism they fit
in the part of my heart your beauty hit.
 
Nothing compares to you
even in my quiet dreams
to me you are soft and sweet like ice-cream
and only i know what your heart means.
 
Dreaming of you tonight
and feeling for you will hold throw my life
in time to make you my wife.
 
Dernell Antoine
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Feelings
 
If love was air
and i was love
i will show you i care
because i, you will always be breathing of
 
It means more to love
someone if that's all you are dreaming of
but to be loved in returned
feelings sink at the bottom of the ocean
like a stone.
 
This is what you do to me
you take my breath away with beauty
so magical
left my heart broken so motional
and took the pieces, lost it in the sea intentional.
 
Dernell Antoine
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Flowers
 
Different colours and size
all together as one
looking as beautiful under the sun
to the scent they carry
that always bring back memories
and lovely ones at that.
 
The unspoken sound they make...
to the gentle breeze they shake...
and move from side to side,
looking so peaceful as the sunset.
 
Now they close to dream a dream
to their lovely petals of unspoken sound, they sleep.
 
Dernell Antoine
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Goodbye
 
It is hard to say goodbye
for you, i will try not to cry
and the joy you bring in my life
when you're gone it's hard to survive.
 
I never thought i could love you so
giving me feelings in my heart
it's so painful to let you go
because your beauty is like perfection of art.
 
You never know what you do to me
created a pain that sting like a bee
every time you pass me by
your love soul lift me up high to the sky.
 
Goodbye to you, i wish you luck
and when you're lonely watch a clock
to remember the times we had together
beautiful memories that will last forever.
 
Dernell Antoine
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Happy Valentine
 
Today is another day we celebrate
a sweet moment in our lives
A moment in which my love approved to you
once more at this day.
 
You have no idea how much
the words i love you mean to me
coming from you on valentine.
 
In time we will have so much sweet moments
we will not know what day is valentine day
because everyday will be like valentine
with you.
 
Dernell Antoine
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Having You Smiling
 
Have you smiling as the sun is rising
When I whisper in your ears
Words of meaning
Like the sun set in the evening.
Never want to leave but time ticks away,
Just knowing that your body
Has something to say, using touch language
My hands will speak every word that drives you Crazy and my love one thing you
need mostly
 
Dernell Antoine
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Here With You
 
Laughter sounds so much happier
Days look a lot, lot brighter
Love stays and enjoys every moment
Here with you time smiles as it spent
 
Refuse to travel the world for a day
Here with you is where I rather stay
If I leave it will not be for long
My heart misses you when I am gone
 
I never heard birds sing so sweetly
When I hold you in my arms so tightly
Here with you makes everything all right
Loving you always get easier overnight
 
Here with you the rest of the world do not exist
When you give me one of those wonderful kiss
I fall in love all over again when I am with you
Mainly because you always have my sky blue.
 
Dernell Antoine
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I Can Spend A Day
 
Walking for hours holding your hand
Kissing you on the beach as we lay in the sand
I can spend my day looking into your lovely eyes
Night will fall and still be amazed till next sun rise
 
Letting you know how beautiful you are
Touching places that make you feel glowing like a star
I can spend my day making you smile
Having you blushing that will stay a while
 
I can spend my day only thinking about you
And what next I can do to surprise you
Once you are at my side that's all I need
And life will go in a loving speed
 
I want to make you have fun doing
Things that will have yours in tears laughing  
I can spend a day wishing that time will not end
So I can love you now and then..
 
Dernell Antoine
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I Care
 
I care for you
I will be there for you
in good times or bad
 
I care for you and will always love you...
and I will do so all at once
so don't think I will leave your side...
I will never think about it.
 
I will care and love you the same way
as always.
 
Dernell Antoine
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I Fell In Love With Your Smile
 
I fell in love with your smile
                                     I should let you know at this time
That I fell in love with your smile
I really did not mean to but I did
I cannot stop even if I wanted
Weakness was never felt in my body like this
After your touch and your sweet kiss
Maybe it's the touch of your lips I felt
Made my heart filled with so much welt
Never knew a smile could affect me so much
You give me something that I can clutch
Keeping it close to my heart
Because I see it like art
I fell in love with your smile
Seeing that you wear it with such style
Drives me crazy even in my dreams
Maybe I can't do without it, it seams
 
Dernell Antoine
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I Love You
 
I love you because you love me...
and all the things you do to make me smile
the way you kiss and hold me tight.
 
I love you for all sweet words you say
the tender and sweet look you have each day
and when you smile there is a magic in the room.
 
I love you
I want to care for you,
more than myself
and i will always do.
 
Dernell Antoine
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I Want You
 
All alone
Feeling so cold
No one to share this world
And at nights no one to hold
 
Why it cannot be you
To give me love so true
Why it cannot be you
To say I do
 
Cannot you see it in me?
To love you like you should
Just give me your hearts key
So I will show you that I could
 
Do not be afraid
For giving love I am trained
When you need certain pleasure
I will be your hearts desire
 
Dernell Antoine
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I Will For You
 
I will for you
I’ll give you flowers to see you smile
I’ll take your pain so you won’t cry
I’ll be your dream for you to hold on to
And I give up anything just to be with you
Be there for you when no one else comes through showing how much of you I
truly value
I’ll be your hero to save your heart
Protect it from braking in any part
I will be your time always in your life
With sweet minutes as long as I am alive
 
Dernell Antoine
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I Wish
 
I wish on this valentine
to be making love many times
to a person i care alot about...
for my love you will not doubt.
 
As we lay down in the still quiet night...
with strong feelings i cannot hide
even if i try with all my might
you always see what i hold inside.
 
You alone have the magic...
when you gently kiss my lips
you leave secret  tips
in my mind to play tricks.
 
Dernell Antoine
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If This World Was Mine
 
If this world was mine
I will have birds sing you a song
Every morning you wake
With a melody I create just for you
 
If this world was mine
You will be a queen at my side
Even the sun will bow to you
When your smile starts to shine
 
Your eyes will replace the stars
Your laugh will be music to my soul
In addition, your heart will be mine to hold
Because it is so warm never cold
 
If this world was mine
I will make all pain go using your love
In addition, the world will feel what I feel
To have a angel for a queen.
 
Dernell Antoine
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If Your Love I Can Have
 
If your love i can have
i know i will survive
with the sweet words you say to me
and your mind is all i need
 
If your love i can have
i will keep that smile on your face
because that keeps me going every day
and the words i need to hear you say
 
If your love i can have
i will make love and make you feel alright
holding you throw the night
and in your dreams i am there holding you tight.
 
Dernell Antoine
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In Deep
 
I really do need
the love you feed
to make me feel
so ever so real.
 
I cannot go on with out
the sweet words that comes out your mouth
inspiration to the soul
that goes in my hear and i hold.
 
You are everything i want
so i no longer have to hunt
to get loving and caring ways
that will last throw my days.
 
To you and me
we were meant to be
in love forever
so lets stay together.
 
Dernell Antoine
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In Love
 
I remember that day
the time, even the words you say
i will never forget
when we both got wet.
 
It was showering love
that came from above
and we were getting touched
with love we needed so much.
 
I grew in love with you
every day it grew more
started in my heart's core
and it never, i never felt so share
that i am in love with you.
 
Dernell Antoine
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Infest
 
Love for you has
infested my body
nothing in the world
can stop it from spreading.
 
You make my job of loving you
easy because you love me
and i will infest pure love in your heart.
 
Baby you make me feel good inside
when i am with you
and that's all i need.
 
Dernell Antoine
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It's Time
 
It's time for me to pay for a crime,
the crime of loving you.
 
Lock me up and throw away the key,
only if you are in the cell with me.
 
They say i will get a life time...
because i say you look fine,
 
The crime they do not see,
is that i will never stop loving you.
 
That is a crime i will fully made.
 
Dernell Antoine
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Lately
 
It crowds my mind of thoughts of you
Filled my imagination of all I want to do
Sweet actions that make you feel special
Starting with just touching you really gentle
Lately all I see is me keeping a melody
With the beat of your heart I hear only
Creating words that make tear drops
Because if only I can’t talk to you it hurts
Many times I stared at the wall
Thinking if I have your love how would I fall.
 
Dernell Antoine
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Like A Bird
 
Take me away
For us to spend a day
We will open our hearts to fly
And make sweet love in the sky
 
Like a bird I will open my wings
Protect you from all harmful things
Moving free throw the air
With you at my side I shall have no fear
 
I will let the music that has a touching song
Play till the mood turns you on
To give you a wonderful time
Just by loving each other here in the sky.
 
Dernell Antoine
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Love From You
 
A kiss from you is a dream come true
so i would like to have two.
 
Touch of your love
seams to come from above
for our destiny to solve.
 
A taste of your lips,
makes me want sip...
love from within your body.
 
The look in your eyes
from your head to your eyes
just have me memorize.
 
A love from you is true.
 
Dernell Antoine
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Lover
 
A lover is someone who loves,
and will take care of you...
who loves you for you.
 
A lover is someone who makes you,
happy when your sad,
who you can talk to and lover
you till death.
A lover is your best friend.
 
Dernell Antoine
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Missing You
 
When ever you are feeling lonely
i can feel the same way too,
like the connection is getting stronger
between me and you.
 
I can almost feel your hand
holding me and saying it's alright
when it is not for us
because we are so far apart.
 
I can't do with out you
and it's driving me crazy,
going mad because i can't do without you
and the love you give to me.
 
Maybe am being rude without you
near to me, i should have ask
if you are missing me like i am
missing you
and i want you to know
i can't live another minute
without you.
 
Dernell Antoine
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My Dream Dreamt
 
My dream dreamt
You came to me where I always see
Somewhere nice but never real
In my dreams you always appear
With feelings magical I can wear
Control than I cannot contain
My dream dreamt that I kissed you
Hold you like you were my life line
Touched you like I was going out of time
My dream dreamt that you was my first
Emotional rush that I needed to breathe
Holding the love to quench my thirst
Making your presents nothing more than a comfort zone
What my dream dreamt felt so good inside
Made my heart felt that it was on air glide
 
Dernell Antoine
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My First Love
 
In front of me i saw
everything i want and more
and the first time i felt
what it feels like for your heart to melt
 
With your beauty and elegance
i am glad i got a chance
for you to be my first love
and to share love so magical
 
My first love you are
so i will cherish everything
we do together
even if you are not mine any more
 
But all for now
your smile i adore
and the way you open my hearts door
went in and give me love and much more
 
Dernell Antoine
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My Needs
 
It is the look in your eyes
that makes me shake
the beautiful smile you
you wear upon your face.
 
I just need one taste
from your sugar cane lips
to give me happiness to my soul
when i need you to hold.
 
Needing you every day...
and my heart knows what to say,
for it ask for more and more...
when your love open my hearts door.
 
Dernell Antoine
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Nice And Slow
 
You want to carry this all the way
In between you want a little time to play
And when you are ready just say
For me to for fill your fantasy today
 
Nice and slow we shall start
When I enter I must feel the beat of your heart
Using my hands all over your body
Seeing the look on your face so sexy
 
Sweet feeling you starts to receive
All over your body and not wanting it to leave
Your hands touch me so nice
In every part that feels right
 
Feeling a feeling that you cannot control
Close your eyes and let it go slow
Squeeze me close with my hand in yours it fit
Telling me how wonderfully you enjoy it.
 
Dernell Antoine
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No Place
 
There is no place on earth
for you to be loved
to feel special, comfortable
but in my dreams.
 
There's no place on earth
where i would not love
and take care of you
but in my soul.
 
There's a place, a place we can go
where it have slow music, slow dancing
slow tender loving...
we can go deep into my heart.
 
Dernell Antoine
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One Wish
 
If i had one wish
I'll turn back the hands of time
to hear the first words you said,
to me all over again.
 
If i had one wish
that i could have meet
you a little sooner to show
me what love should really be.
 
If i had one wish,
I'll change only one thing...
our love that's about to begin,
so it will never end.
 
If i had one wish,
i think it have came true
that I'll never stop loving you
and i know you feel the same too.
 
Dernell Antoine
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Only You
 
Only you can have a touch that i need,
the pure kindness, love you have.
 
Only you, have a smile and a voice
of an angel, the look  of a queen,
that cannot make me leave your side.
 
Only you in this world can
rock my soul.
 
Dernell Antoine
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Open Tomorrow
 
Nights will fall
Play a song
Open tomorrow
When our feelings has let go
Receive my touch
Hold my kiss
Love is never enough
When it is first on your list
All I want is to read
Is your body I need
And the passion in your eyes I see
 
Dernell Antoine
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Over Loved
 
Love hurts
my soul clots
for your beauty
i love you truly.
 
My hands are shaking
and its hard to breathe
it feels like floating
for you i need.
 
Thinking of you tonight
for my world you turn right
and when you are at my side
my love will never hide.
 
Dernell Antoine
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Read
 
You are like a open book
that i can read clearly
that of letters are in bold
which spell you and me.
 
I do not have to read
you more than once
for me to understand
your beauty.
 
I will not judge your outside
but by your inside beauty
which for me is so special.
 
You hold all the knowleage
of me in your heart
so you can go threw my mind
and see how much i love you.
 
Dernell Antoine
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Say Yes
 
Yes to spots that I touch
when rubbing your body nice and slowly
kissing you in the place you love so much
and it gets exciting because I know only.
 
Yes to when I hold your hand
makes you feel to slow dance
when you get in the mood of romance
with that body noone stand a chance
 
Yes to when we make love
all our magic come as one
and when you start to moan and hold me tight
makes me feel to go on whole night.
 
Dernell Antoine
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Sex
 
Feeling good like it should
everything else is out of sight
passionate love we are having tonight
with slow music and dim light
 
Sex with the one you totaly feel for
you always call and askig to get more
enjoying the time when two comes one
still feeling  that your body is not done
 
When a body touch a body
in some ways your mind gets crowdy
filled with every thing you want to do
when having sex i just know what i must do to you
 
Enjoyment of the other is important
then i will take a little bit of the romamce
turn it into a love scene
i am the actor and this is your dream trance.
 
Dernell Antoine
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Silent Words
 
Silent night say no more
for the quietness have exit the door
to my unspoken words
i hope your heart will learn.
 
Silent words i give to you
to ease the pain in my heart
because you love someone and it's not me
but i still crave you badly.
 
I am afraid to say words to you
because i know not my heart will do
maybe it will start to race
or stop beat for you.
 
It is not hate i carry
but the passion of loving you
silent words are heard
through the cries of love
and sinks in my soul.
 
Dernell Antoine
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Smile
 
On the face
under the nose
with a single line
and a top and bottom row
 
That makes something so beautiful
when it turns up
that brings my spirit to the top
and tingly feelings that will not stop.
 
It's that smile you wear
that always show you care
and makes me fall in love
when you look like a cute cub.
 
Smile for me every day
i hope you keep it i pray
to see that light in your eyes when you smile
every time i step by your side.
 
Dernell Antoine
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Something With You
 
Like rain drops that fell from the sky
Let our love give us the power to fly
And like a sweet rose that has been gazed on,
Your beauty that have kept me going on
Take my heart in your vow of life
And promise that one day you will be my wife
Slowly comes my thoughts of you
With everyone is something new 	
You are like a song in my head
That I know every word that has been said
Taking the air that I breathe
Making you everything that I need
 
Dernell Antoine
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Sometimes
 
Sometimes out of a day
you invade my mind in a very sweet way
with thoughts of you just being in my mind
i can see you any time
 
You run in my heart like rain
put emotions in the correct place
and make a smile on my face
simply by hearing your name onon
 
Sometimes i wonder  if the thunder,
can make me surrender
the love we made
and for you in my life to just fade
 
When i think how great life is with you
i will please you  in every way
sometimes i wish for love
for you to be seen every day.
 
Dernell Antoine
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Sorry
 
It is not hard to do
for me to say i love you
because your beauty is alive
that's why i want to make you my wife.
 
Seeing you every day...
makes me forget what to feel,
and to taste the words you say...
for me to make your broken heart heal.
 
Read me if i did not say sorry...
for not giving you all the love you need,
and giving you comfort that i supposed to feed...
I understand now loving you is not a worry.
 
Dernell Antoine
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Superman
 
I am not like other men
born on this world and given powers,
first my love is stronger than anything you have sen
i can see throw your mind and view
all your erotic thoughts,
i can hear your heart's cry from more than a mile,
my heat vision can turn you on like a touch
 
Most of all when i fly into your body
it will glow like a tan
then hold my hand and you shall call me superman,
 
I am the love doctor the body's saviour
i can make you feel so good in ways you never felt that you would
For my name is superman even my kiss can make your pose stand
and my hands on your skin feels gentle as the wind
 
I am weak when you are far away 
when at my side i get stronger in every day
the gift i was given at birth
is for you to never feel hurt.
 
Dernell Antoine
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Tell Me
 
Tell me what to do to win your heart,
to please you when night comes
tell me where to touch you
and how you want me to.
 
Tell me how to kiss you and
how gently you want it upon your lips
most of all tell me how to treat you
because i will over do it when it comes
to loving you.
 
Dernell Antoine
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That One Touch
 
That one touch
of your smooth skin...
makes me throw my old feelings in the bin...
and i hope new feelings will come in.
 
That one touch
cause me to quake...
because of your beautiful face,
then my heart starts to break..
and wondering of your love and if i could taste.
 
That one touch
turned my view around,
and when we kiss i use my tongue...
we hear the music of a still whispering sound.
 
Dernell Antoine
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Things I Can Do
 
I can hear your body singing a melody
With words of what you want to do to me nothing tonight can go wrong
So come closer and sing that song
 
I can taste your love in my mind
And It‘s like joy of a priceless moment
Nothing can replace the rush I felt
With the sweet passion I had find
 
I can see your heart with my love
When I saw, you are everything I had dream of
Making you the best thing out of my dream
Things I can do is to make this love stay real
 
Dernell Antoine
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To The Woman In My Life
 
It's the simple things you do...
and i see love in you
you open my eyes to a new start...
when i saw your compassion will not stop.
 
You understand me when no one can
when i was weak you help me to stand
i truly know your beauty
because when i see you my mind go free
and straight into a dream
where everything is as it seam.
 
The love you fed is everything i need
to live and to love you
and comfort to carry true and feelings
will always be blue.
 
The woman in my life
I do not know how i could ever survive
without you by my side
and the love and understand you show
i always dream for more.
 
Dernell Antoine
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Turn The Page
 
It's time, leave him behind
 
Come from your knees it's time to take back you keys
that you gave him to your heart,
it's time, leave him behind
i will give you the love you need
 
He's a fool and that's the truth
to hurt the best thing in his life that he had
turn the page and stop being sad
and let us explore our feelings to come
 
Turn the page to me and you
i know exactly what too do
make up for the bad times and make them good
and love you like you should.
 
Dernell Antoine
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What I Hold Inside
 
What i hold inside is kindness and love
that was given to me from above
to show you all my feelings
for your heart to get healing.
 
In side me is happiness
and i am telling you the truth
that you need some of this
not because you are cute.
 
Love for you is real,
and i say this with my lips seal...
and love that would not hide...
that's what i hold inside.
 
Dernell Antoine
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What If
 
What if love finally came my way
and it brought me to you
then i will find every reason
for me to go down on one knee.
 
What if i ask you to marry me
and you said yes
baby i know we will try our very best
to keep this love connection together
as long as we can.
 
What if we decided to go
our separate lives just for a while
we will start laughing because
it will never happen because we were
meant to be.
What a crazy thought.
 
Dernell Antoine
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Who Would Have Known
 
Every day I passed you by
Words we mostly used was hi,
Sometimes I stopped and look twice
Because a feeling I felt I froze like ice.
Courage led me to tell you some words
Unknowing my emotions let free like birds,
Who would have known we would be friends
Feeling that this friendship must extend.
We talk as much as we and can as time goes by 
Started to notice a different look in your eyes,
Now I know my dream might really come true,
Telling myself who would have known I’ll be with you.
 
Dernell Antoine
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Why Me
 
Why me i asked myself so many times
for the most beautiful person i knew
so long ago...
 
I never thought you will love me
as much as you do
 
Why when loving you feels like a paradise
with no pain i see in your eyes
no sadness in your face.
 
And your tender touch makes me shake
that feels soft as cake.
 
Dernell Antoine
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You
 
You are love which i hate to even blink...
to miss out on your beauty,
 
You are worth living for,
so with out you i will only
be dreaming of holding and kissing you.
 
With you in my life
I would never survive so now
I would like you to be my wife.
 
I will love you the best i can
we will do alot of planning
for of love to be never ending.
 
Dernell Antoine
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You Are
 
What makes the sun shine
Is the passion I found in your eyes
What makes the moon glow
Is the feelings I have for you in my heart down below
And what makes me live
Is only you and feeling love so true
 
You are in my mind
Like all the time
I see you in my eyes
When I am blind
In my dreams you are
Happy with me
Even if I am not rich
But I am rich in love
So let me out of that dream
For me to love you now.
 
Dernell Antoine
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You Are My Addiction
 
The first time I was, introduced to you
I got hock on the first use
Your love was a drug that got addict to
If I did not get it, I will not know what to do
 
You give me an obsession to want more
My heart starts to race when your beauty I saw
At times, I thought I lost my mind
Because the love you give to me was a different kind
 
My addiction has became very strong
It turned from wanting to a powerful crave
Now I can say that I am love’s slave
So you are my mistress from night till dawn
 
Dernell Antoine
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You Are Special
 
I can never forget what you are worth
Most valued person on this earth
Someone that always been there for me
Lifted me up and kept me up like coffee
 
You are special to me my mother
Always around like no other
Thanks for this life you give with love 
Known it was made from the one above
 
Sometimes I wonder who I would I become
If you wasn’t by my side
Thankful it was you to show me pride
Determine to make so much fun.
 
Dernell Antoine
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You Do
 
You do things to me...
that no one else can do...
you make me feel so free,
that's why i am always thinking about you.
 
I gave you a test...
that i locked in my favorite chest,
which was deep inside my heart...
some how you broke it apart.
 
You see the feelings i try to hide,
that lie inside my soul...
feelings that are so old...
that's why i will always stay at your side
 
Dernell Antoine
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You Do 2
 
It is the sweetness of life
to know someone like you
and to be with, i will survive
so you will turn my sky from gray to blue.
 
You give me the motivation i need
turning my feelings into a dream
just by seeing your beauty
i can, i can fall in love truly.
 
Inspiration to the soul
now i with i could hold
and get back the feelings that were old
so my life will not go cold.
 
Dernell Antoine
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You Look
 
At nights your eyes
look like the full moon at the lake
where i first saw your face.
 
Your lips are so tender
especially when i feel it against mine...
nothing more makes me tingle inside.
 
That body of yours is so precious,
which is so beautiful to watch...
what more can i say...
you are like a beautiful day.
 
Dernell Antoine
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You Make Me
 
You make my heart skip a beat
my pores raise straight to my feet
it's a feeling so strange
but your beauty i will have to blame
 
I feel so weak you are next to me
and i cannot help but saying your name
then i get a seet pain
when ever your beauty i see
 
Maybe it's me i am weak
but no longer i have to seak
for love anywhere else
because you already have me compel.
 
Dernell Antoine
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